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Primary Logo

Primary Logo
Harris is a commercial real estate brokerage that 
represents buyers and owners, with a specialty in the 
manufactured housing industry. With nearly 30 years of 
unparalleled experience, Derek Harris brings exceptional 
service and cultivated relationships to the table. The 
Harris brand is bold and strong while maintaining the 
professionalism you’d expect from such a brand.

The primary logo is the horizontal wordmark without a 
tag line. It features the full name of the company with 
the Harris icon to the left. This is the featured mark and 
should be the stand-alone logo that is used when 
representing the identity of the company.
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The logo should always have space to breathe so it 
doesn’t appear cramped. The box surrounding the logo 
represents the space that should remain clear of other 
elements. Be sure to always allow for ample spacing 
between the Harris wordmark and company name to 
ensure that the logo never feels cramped.

Maintaining a consistent visual identity and logo is 
critical to establishing a distinctive and trusted brand. 
In using the logo, be sure to retain its existing propor-
tions, color and appearance so as to preserve the 
visual consistency of the Harris brand.
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At Harris, we are
Professional Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec 

tetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nima 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat.

Experienced Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec 
tetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nima 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat. 

Confident Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec 
tetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nima 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat.

Confidential Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec 
tetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nima 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat.
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Logo Alternatives
Visual Identity

Secondary Logo & Submark
The secondary logo is the version with the tag line. It may 
be used in-place of the primary logo or as an alternate 
for brand expression. This is ideal where extending the 
visual identity requires more information. 

The submark logo can work in place of the primary 
logo, secondary logo or as an alternate for brand 
expression. The submark has a variety of uses and 
retains the Harris visual identity.

Secondary Primary Submark

Manufactured Housing & Commercial Brokerage



Printing

Web Usage

40-60

125+

350+
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Logo Sizing
Visual Identity

60 pixels

40 pixels

100 pixels

125 pixels

180 pixels

250 pixels

350 pixels

Appropriate sizing is important to retain the visual 
identity of the Harris brand. Never resize the logo 
beyond legibility. The primary logo should be 
equivalent to or larger than 60px wide to maintain 
legibility. *The absolute minimum is 40px wide and it 
must be 100% legible.

The identity system helps to showcase the unparal-
leled service that Harris provides and offers an 
exciting range of creative expression for the brand to 
evolve and fit within the parameters of all platforms 
and media.

***Artwork has been created for all logos and should 
not be altered or recreated. Alternate color versions 
are provided in addition to Black, Grayscale and 
White. Use where appropriate.

Poster & Signage
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Logo Usage 1
Visual Identity

Logo Usage 1
Use the Alternate, White, Grayscale or Black version of the 
logo when the primary logo is not legible. For example, on 
backgrounds that are comparable in tone to the primary 
or where aesthetically applicable.

The wordmark should be the most prominently used when 
it comes to branding, photography overlay, etc.
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Logo Usage 2
Visual Identity

Logo Usage 2
Do not alter the visual appearance of the artwork. 
Doing so will result in the degradation of the visual 
identity and strength of the brand. If needed, utilize 
the alternate styles provided if size, space and color 
constraints exist.

Do Not stretch, skew or rotate the Brandmark
Do Not mix up the colors of the Brandmark
Do Not connect the letters of the Brandmark
Do Not add a shadow of any kind - Ever
Do Not alter the font of the Brandmark
Do Not outline the Brandmark *exceptions - pg 5
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Color Palette
Visual Identity

Color Palette
Color is an integral part of the Harris identity tool kit. The 
colors were specifically chosen to align with both the 
industry and identity while providing consistency
throughout all branding and communication efforts.

Opacity
The brand colors may be opaque for watermarks and 
patterns. Please use discretion to ensure logos and marks 
are legible at all times. Do not lower opacity beyond 20% 
for print production or 15% for screens.

Web & Screen
For both web and screen, utilize either the HEX# or RGB 
color settings provided. Never use the CMYK color settings 
for digital formats.

Print
When printing, provide the print shop or print company 
with the CMYK settings. Never use the HEX# or RGB color 
settings for print as the color will be incorrect.

Harvard Crimson Smokey Black Light Gray Pure White
hex

C80019

rgb
200  000  025

cmyk
013  100  100  000

hex
232323

rgb
035  035  035

cmyk
070  065  065  075

hex
CED3DB

rgb
206  211  219

cmyk
018  012  008  000

hex
FFFFFF

rgb
255  255  255

cmyk
000  000  000  000



We’re the go-to for
Investors & Owners

of Manufactured
Home Communities.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec 
tetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nima 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat.
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Typography

Gilroy Family

Visual Identity

Typography
Designed by Radomir Tinkov, the Gilroy family display font 
has a modern yet distinct look and feel adding a profes-
sional flare to the Harris brand.

Gilroy Bold and Extra Bold should be used for display, 
headlines and headings.

Gilroy Bold or Medium may be used for subheadings or 
larger amounts of highlight text. 

Gilroy regular should be used for body copy. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789!@#$%&?


